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Abstract 

Hidden access to information caused by lacking technological skills, language barriers, 
insufficient information literacy and last not least by problems of the copyright laws are 
known and frequently discussed by international and national professionals.- Barriers to 
certain groups of clientele however are only sometimes getting into the focus of library policy 
as the opening discussion of cultural diversity is indicating.However barriers for information 
e.g. to smaller enterprises are still a problem especially on the background of the economical 
and social landscape, which is characterized by deep changes subsequently leading to even 
increasing information needs: Countries in Central and Eastern Europe have to build up a new 
economical structure with private smaller enterprises especially for the local and increasingly 
for the international market. Women are obtaining leading positions in smaller enterprises 
offering sometimes the only chance to work and develop new ideas in their own professional 
field when having a family. The lack on non partisan information for these clientle on the one 
side and their growing political as well economical power on the other side have to be taken 
into a much broader and more sufficient consideration by libraries and their information work 
as it is excercised today. 
 
Introduction 

The slogan of this BOBCATSSS conference is politically as well as professionally well 
chosen. The demand of information supply by providing access should be the strategic 
guideline for all professional work in the given field. 
 
Although before asking who is everyone let me communicate some ideas about the different 
forms of access. If we define access in connection with everyone we meet barriers of access 
inflicted by other parties and institutions to this our professional goal of information provision 
for everyone. But are libraries and information providing institutions themselves really 
providing the kind of access permitting the overall use of the information provision? Political, 
economical problems as well certain structure of administration may shape barriers to 
information access and quite frequently they are set up by libraries themselves.1 Short and 
shrinking opening hours, lacking book drops for the possibility of returning material, clumsy 
administration procedures, lacking support staff for the use of the information and checking 
out system in libraries, rising fees2 and last not least lacking information skills, the 
information literacy3 – to name only some obstacles which are preventing access generally. 
 
If you cast a more closely look at the different clientele of libraries the situation is even 
aggravating, although technological means have opened more possibilities for access which 
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were not envisaged only some years ago: blind and partially sighted people are only now 
fighting for their rights of information access for everyone,4 which is guaranteed to them by 
the law. Migrants and non German speaking people form a much bigger part of the population 
as can be seen as library visitors. Problems of information provision for them are not only 
topics of conferences5 but increasingly the awareness of politicians and decision makers is 
arising. In the present discussion which reveals a big lag compared with the awareness in 
other European countries6 the big difference amidst migrants is often neglected.Migrants with 
high intellectual calibre are prevented from access by lacking knowledge of language and 
administrative procedure but their attitude to using information and literature differs greatly 
from those parts of migrant groups who are library and learning distant. Another group are the 
elderly who might even change from library visitors to persons avoiding the library now due 
to feeling uncomfortably with the electronic catalogue and other digital devices. I want to 
draw your attention to the observations of Paul Ulrich (cited in footnote i) during his long 
service at the now called Central Library of Berlin. He concludes that so called modern 
library service is very often aimed at making librarians superfluous. 
 
This short introductory overview shall only rise your awareness how many people are 
prevented from access to information which is important for their lives in every respect, as 
well professionally, culturally and for them as social beings. Hidden access to information 
caused by lacking technological skills, language barriers and insufficient information literacy 
of different social strata present a big political and social problem. 
 
Are information needs of medium and small enterprises served ? 

But let us turn to a special group of patrons which being not served may demonstrate all 
shapes of the problem. Furthermore political difficulties as well for the development of a 
country may subsequently arise. 
 
During the last years with the arrival of private enterprises nearly in whole Europe new 
economical structures had to be established. It is overlooked quite frequently that the 
backbone of this national economic recovery are not big corporations which quite often work 
on an international base but private smaller enterprises. It is generally known but often 
overlooked that unemployment can be best avoided by these small enterprises. During a 
conference with smaller and medium enterprises two years ago an owner of such enterprises 
told us , that he used his life insurance in order to keep the employees and carry them over 
difficult times. You may find this kind of relationship in Germany, France and Japan, even 
today. Countries as Germany and Japan have shown during the last decades that these 
enterprises serve as a backbone of economical success. It was a topic of discussion with a 
Slovenian colleague that the feature of small enterprises in this country which did not 
disappear during the Communist regime7 helped building up a new economical structure. We 
do not know for sure if this is correct but it is feasible.8 Smaller enterprises are building up the 
local and with increasing success will enter the international market. Poland e. g. shows the 
biggest success in this market sector and one of the big economical hopes in the future ties 
with Germany lies in an increasing German and Polish co-operation of small enterprises.9 
That will even help to build up trust between the new countries in the labour market, which up 
today shows no European restrictions for Polish workers in Germany. 
 
Women in the economical field 

During the last years however a very surprising development has started. Women are 
increasingly taking part and playing an important role in this emerging economical structure 
with new marketing ideas starting their own business, often from their homes. Examples from 
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Italy to the developing countries reveal small success stories and we all know the friendly 
man from Pakistan who won the Nobel Prize giving smaller credits to women to build up their 
own little enterprises. He always stresses the fact that these small investments were paid back 
in due time, exceptions for this statement which happened very rarely were often were caused 
by a badly behaving husband. This small credit system was very often more successful than 
international aid programs. If you turn to some countries in Africa the same picture of local 
trade is carried out by women which is securing the survival for whole and often big families. 
 
The situation in Germany Examples of Information Provision . 

But we do not need to travel this far. The social structure of smaller enterprises was carrying 
the main burden for employment and economical success in Germany.This structure is still 
alive but yet often being neglected e.g. by taxation legislation and employment laws during 
the last years. However some years ago, the personal structure of these enterprises showed a 
chief and a management behind the scene carried out quite often by the wife of the owner. 
This has changed since the last years. Increasingly the women themselves are becoming their 
own boss. The information needs of these new social stratum is big, since background and 
tradition especially in Germany where women were often prevented from becoming 
professionals in the past do not serve as background for this new work and role. But the 
situation is changing dramatically.10 Subsequently new groups and institutions have been born 
to cover these information needs: Let us turn to short examples in Germany first: 
1. Die Unternehmerfrauen im Handwerk (Females in artisan enterprises). In June 2007 a 

workshop took place, titled "Wer schreibt, der bleibt" (one who writes may remain) and 
showed the urgent need of the women present in this workshop for legal information and 
instruction. This was provided by a female lawyer and promoted by the insurance 
company IDUNA. You may guess why the insurance company was promoting this 
workshop. There is no objection to this kind of information but at least you may doubt if it 
is non partisan. None of the women present, independent clever professionals, knew 
libraries or had even considered to turn to a library for information. 

2. Unternehmerfrauen im Mittelstand – ein starkes Stück Europa (females in medium 
enterprises a powerful Europe) a conference which took place June 22, 2006 at 
Recklinghausen being organised by FEM11 (Organisation of women of medium 
enterprises ). I could not participate but I wonder if information services of libraries were 
even mentioned. 

3. A very courageous example are the meetings of the commission Unternehmerfrauen im 
Mittelstand, organised by Marie Luise Dött,12 member of the Bundestag (Parliament in 
Germany), which are organised regularly in spring and autumn. The program october 
2007 contained: 

�� the uptodateness of Christian economic policy, 
�� the economic position of women in an ageing society, 
�� the use of corporate intelligence, 
�� the regularity in economical structure. 

 
Due to the experiences during this workshops in the last years and due to the requests of 
discussion of participants of this workshop the number of papers have decreased to gain time 
for communication of the participants themselves and with the politicians being involved and 
believe me, the women are not timid, they "nehmen kein Blatt vor den Mund" as it is said in 
Germany. That means they are up to the point, never timid, and sometimes not even polite. 
These women are very honest, outspoken and absolutely keen to get as much out of this 
weekend for their work, their life and the future planning. The most positive feature is their 
attitude as citizens of this country , which accompanies their critics. But needless to repeat 
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here again the same picture – libraries and information provision are not known and not used, 
they are even not being taken into consideration. What a different world when you enter the 
Business Library of New York, part of the New York Public Library.13 This library has 
engaged a whole circle of advisors for economic newcomers and I had the privilege to talk to 
one of them.14 He told me, that if a smart gentleman with a briefcase and elegantly dressed 
enters his booth he sometimes has his doubts if his consultancy will lead to business success. 
But he has made the best experiences with women since in most cases they are very able to 
learn. He considers this as the most important asset for a final success. He mentioned only one 
case when he consulted a women, not to open her own business, not due to her age, she was 
74, nor her being a black woman he considers these not as serious obstacles, but she could not 
write and had a retired husband,. So they agreed that she is better of with a job.The Business 
Library in New York offers a whole range of business information services and possibilities 
for education. It offers access in all possibilities and formats. It is heavily funded not only by 
the city, but also by the state and by private enterprises. The past president Clinton celebrated 
a big dinner there for fundraising purposes. The library is the place for access to information 
in all formats. It takes the slogan providing access to everyone seriously. 
 
The Development during the last 20 years – a short overview 

The German examples mentioned above touch a known problem. Different from the Anglo- 
Saxon countries as Great Britain, United States and Canada the information service for 
smaller and medium enterprises was not a feature of German information provision. Most of 
the professionals did regard this service not as their duty. Due to the traditional attitude of 
libraries as being engaged more in the education and the field of humanistic sciences as in the 
information field added to neglecting this service and this clientele15, although German 
British Co-operation during the eighties wanted to bridge this gap.16 Although it was 
attempted to carry these ideas to the countries of Middle and Eastern Europe it did not really 
prevail. I presume this has very much to do wit the past economical and even more so with 
the political structure, since democracies are more directed to the well being of the people and 
therefore economical success is a most important feature. These structures are of long 
duration. Some libraries however jumped at this idea and were successful in introducing first 
steps in the so-called market economy17.in this first place public libraries18 Years ago TFPL19, 
London stopped to organise the annual European Business Information Conferences which 
also had the countries in East and Middle Europe in view 20. But TFPL is planning to continue 
with this tradition in the next year21 which would be very welcome since it serves as an 
overview not only about trends in information services but also in changes in the economic 
field. 
 
Conclusion  

Why did I choose this certain clientele to point out some of he difficulties involved in the use 
of the slogan of providing access to information of everyone. It is a difficult motto for 
contemporary professional work since providing access will not mean to select, to distribute 
and to make available information material in different formats. Information needs differ 
widely and the difference will grow constantly. More information providers are entering the 
place and catering to those who are in need for information, for examples the women whom I 
have used as an example because they can be gained as customers. The field is becoming 
more competitive. Insurance companies, lawyers, institutions consulting agencies they will all 
cater for easing access to information and serving the whole range of necessary information 
provision, either for a certain prize or for winning costumers for their non information 
services. Although I do not doubt that they will provide good services but I rather doubt, if 
they really provide access to information in the whole range and impartial ones. There are 
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today big possibility of libraries, but they must catch them and this will oblige change. This 
demands change in information provision and new strategies. As you all know economics and 
the economic development of a country has reached a high priority in the political scene. 
Libraries should get involved in information services and that means also going out the 
regular and leave the traditional walls of a library and meet the people at their working 
place.22 On places where they are and where they are looking for information and 
communication. 
 
To serve the motto of this symposium which is the mission of all information work in libraries 
we have the change our strategies and our ways of procedure. Allow me to conclude with my 
personal opinion: we have in the first place to change the structure of staff management: we 
need new posts, we need diversity management, we need development officers for 
participating in international and European projects and above all we need information 
officers of high calibre motivated and of high professional knowledge. 
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